What Scanners are Supported for my ASSIST™ software?

If it is an older scanning version of an ASSIST (BASC™ Enhanced, BASC™ Plus, CDM®, DIAL™-3 version 1.2, or SSRS):

ScanTron®: Dual-readhead auto feed scanners with 48 channel reading and serial interface, including model numbers:

- OpScan 3, 4, 4U, 5, 6, 7, or 8 Pencil Read
- ScanMark models 2250 and 2500.

If it is a newer scanning version of an ASSIST (e.g. BASC™-2):

ScanTron®: Dual-readhead auto feed scanners with 48 channel reading, including model numbers:

- OpScan 2, 3, 4, 4U, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, or 21 Pencil Read
- iNSIGHT 2 or 4 using OMR Pencil read and Serial interface
- ScanMark models 2250 and 2500.

“ScanTron,” “OpScan” and “iNSIGHT” are registered trademarks of ScanTron Corporation.